
Booty Band Exercise 
Guide

15 Exercises That Can Help You Tone, Shape and 
Strengthen Your Legs and Booty!
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Donkey Kicks

Muscles Worked: This is a hip 
extension exercise that 

primarily targets the glutes
and hamstrings.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 20 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above the knees and assume a quadruped 
position on your hands and knees. Your hands should be directly 
under your shoulders. Your knees should be directly under your 

hips. Look down at the ground.
2. Lift one knee off the ground an inch as this will be the working 

leg. Keeping that working leg bent with the foot flexed, kick your 
heel up toward the ceiling. Your leg should be at a 90-degree 

bend even at the very top of the kick. Pause for a moment at the 
top and squeeze the glutes as hard as you can. 

3. Then, slowly lower the leg back down to the start position.
4. Repeat for the desired reps on each leg. 
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Muscles Worked: This is a 
hip abduction exercise that 
primarily targets the glutes.

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above the knees and assume a quadruped 
position on your hands and knees. Your hands should be directly 
under your shoulders and your knees should be directly under 

your hips. Look down at the ground.
2. Lift one knee directly out to the side as it raises at least 12 

inches off the ground. 
3. Once you can’t press out into the band any farther, slowly lower 

that knee back down to the start position.
4. Repeat for the desired reps on each leg.

Fire Hydrants
Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 20 each
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Muscles Worked: This is a bridge 
pattern exercise that primarily 

targets the glutes and 
hamstrings.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 30 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while lying on your back 

on the ground. Bend your legs to about 90-degrees and 
place your arms down at your sides.

2. Now raise your hips straight up toward the ceiling as you 
press through the heels, squeeze the glutes, and also press 

outward into the band. 
3. Once your hips form a straight line from head to knees, 

slowly lower the hips back down.
4. Repeat for the desired reps.

Glute Bridge Abductions
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Muscles Worked: This is a bridge pattern 
exercise that primarily works the glutes

and hamstrings.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 15 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while sitting on a bench, chair, or 

couch that is around 12-16 inches tall. 
2. Then, slide down off the bench until it rests just under the shoulder 

blades and your glutes are now hovering above the ground. 
3. Scoot your feet out until they’re at about a 90-degree bend with the feet 

placed hip distance apart. A slight turn out of the toes here is optimal. 
4. If you’re on a bench, rest your palms or elbows on the bench in a “T” 

position. If you’re on a chair, place your hands on your hips. Keep your 
chin tucked toward your chest.

5. Raise your hips straight up toward the ceiling as you press through the 
heels, squeeze the glutes, and also press outward into the band. 

6. Once your hips form a straight line from head to knees, slowly lower the 
hips back down to the hovering position.

7. Repeat for the desired reps.

Hip Thrusts
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Muscles Worked: This is a hip 
abduction exercise that targets the 

glutes and quadriceps.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 20 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while standing with the feet 

hip distance apart. Hinge forward slightly as if you were to be in a 
golfer’s stance. Place your hands on your waist.

2. Press your knees outward and into the band. 
3. Then, take one very large step to the side with one foot so you’re 

in a wide stance. Once that foot is planted, continue to press 
outward into the band with the knees as you now side-step with 

the other foot so the feet are hip distance apart again. 
4. Continue alternating one leg and then the other as you walk 

sideways for the desired reps on each leg.

Lateral Walking
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Muscles Worked: This is a squat pattern 
exercise that primarily targets the 

quadriceps, glutes, and hamstrings.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 12 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above the knees in standing with the feet hip 

distance apart and legs straight. Clasp your hands at your chest.
2. Step one foot back behind you as you lunge down bringing the 

back knee toward the ground. Allow your torso to lean forward 
during the lunge. Continue pressing out into the band with both 

knees. 
3. Once the back knee is hovering above the ground, reverse the 

motion as you step forward and return to the upright start 
position.

4. Repeat for the desired reps on each le

Reverse Lunges
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Muscles Worked: This is a hip rotary 
pattern exercise that targets the glutes.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 30 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees and lie down on your side 

with the legs bent at 90-degrees and the feet stacked one on top 
of the other. Rest your head down on your bottom arm.

2. While keeping the feet glued together, raise only your top knee up 
toward the ceiling as you press up into the band. Raise that knee 

about 12-18 inches.
3. Then, lower it back down to meet the bottom knee again.

4. Repeat for the desired reps on each leg.
5. Repeat e desired reps on each le

Side-Lying Clamshells
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Muscles Worked: This is a hip rotary 
pattern exercise that targets the glutes.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 20 each

Instructions:
1. Start lying on your side with the band around your ankles and the 

toes facing forward. Rest your head on your bottom arm. Have 
your top arm’s hand on the ground in front of you.

2. While keeping the toes facing forward, raise your top leg up 
toward the ceiling as high as you can.

3. Then, reverse the motion as you lower it back down slowly.
4. Repeat for the desired reps on each leg.

ed reps on each le

Side-Lying Hip Abduction
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Muscles Worked: This is a bridge pattern 
exercise that primarily works the glutes and 

hamstrings.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 15 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while sitting on a bench, chair, or 

couch that is around 12-16 inches tall. 
2. Then, slide down off the bench until it rests just under the shoulder 

blades and your glutes are now hovering above the ground. 
3. Scoot your feet out until they’re at about a 90-degree bend. A slight turn 

out of the toes here is optimal. If you’re on a bench, rest your palms or 
elbows on the bench in a “T” position. If you’re on a chair, place your 

hands on your hips. Keep your chin tucked toward your chest. 
4. Raise one foot slightly off the ground. Raise your hips straight up toward 

the ceiling as you press through the heel of the planted foot, squeeze the 
glutes, and also press outward into the band. The hovering leg can also 

raise upward until the shin is parallel to the ground. 
5. Once your hips form a straight line from head to knees, slowly lower the 

hips back down to the hovering position.
6. Repeat for the desired reps on each leg.

ed reps on each le

Single-Leg Hip Thrusts
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Muscles Worked: This is a hip rotary 
exercise that targets the glutes.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 30 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while sitting on a bench, chair, 

or couch. Have the legs bent and the feet hip distance apart. Sit 
up tall with the hands on your hips.

2. Press your knees outward and into the band as you roll to the 
outside of your feet. 

3. Once you can’t press out any further, relax as the knees and feet 
return to the start position.

4. Repeat for the desired reps.

Seated Hip Abductions
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Muscles Worked: This is a squat pattern 
power exercise that primarily targets 

the quadriceps, hamstrings, adductors, 
and glutes.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 10 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while standing with the feet 

slightly wider than hip distance apart with a slight turn out in the 
toes (or whatever is a comfortable squat stance for you). Clasp 

your hands at your chest.
2. Press your knees outward and into the band as you sit the hips 

down and back and squat down. Squat down with full depth until 
your hips are below your knees; all while pressing outward into 

the band. 
3. Then, reverse the motion as you jump up as high as you can while 

straightening the legs and arms momentarily.
4. Land back down going immediately into another squat.

5. Repeat for the desired reps.

Squat Jumps
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Muscles Worked: This is a squat pattern 
exercise that primarily targets the 

quadriceps, hamstrings, adductors, and 
glutes.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 20 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while standing with the feet 

slightly wider than hip distance apart with a slight turn out in the 
toes (or whatever is a comfortable squat stance for you). Clasp 

your hands at your chest.
2. Press your knees outward and into the band as you sit the hips 

down and back and squat down. Squat down with full depth until 
your hips are below your knees.

3. Stay down in the squat and pulse up and down one inch, all while 
pressing outward into the band with each rep.

4. Once all the pulse reps are complete, then reverse the motion as 
you stand back upright.

Squat Pulses
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Muscles Worked: This is a squat pattern 
power exercise that primarily targets the 
quadriceps, hamstrings, adductors, and 

glutes.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 10 each

Instructions:
1. Start with a band above your knees while standing with the feet slightly 

wider than hip distance apart with a slight turn out in the toes (or 
whatever is a comfortable squat stance for you). Clasp your hands at your 

chest.
2. Press your knees outward and into the band as you sit the hips down and 

back and squat down. Squat down with full depth until your hips are 
below your knees; all while pressing outward into the band. 

3. Then, reverse the motion as stand back upright and straighten the legs.
4. Next, perform a curtsy lunge as you lunge behind you and across midline, 

bringing the back knee down toward the ground.
5. Stand back upright and repeat the curtsy lunge on the other leg before 

standing back upright.
6. Repeat for the desired reps.

Squat To Curtsy Lunges
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Muscles Worked: This is a hip extension 
movement that primarily targets the 

glutes and hamstrings.

Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 20 each

Instructions:
1. Begin in standing with the band above your knees. Hold onto a 

sturdy table, countertop, or wall. Place your other hand on your 
hip.

2. Now shift all your weight into one leg. With the other leg, begin 
with a slight bend int he knee and then kick it back behind you as 
you straighten then leg, point the toes, and squeeze the glutes at 

the top.
3. Lower and bend the knee back to the start position.

4. Repeat for the desired reps on each leg.

Standing Glute Kickback
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Sets and Reps: 3 sets of 15 each

Instructions:
1. Begin standing with a band above your knees and your back 

against a wall.
2. Now slide your back down the wall as you assume a squat 
position with the feet hip distance apart under your knees. Squat 

down until the thighs are parallel to the ground.
3. Hold still in this isometric wall sit position as you now perform hip 

abductions, pressing the knees out into the band and then back 
in.

4. Repeat for the desired reps.

Wall Sits

Muscles Worked: This is a squat pattern 
power exercise that primarily targets 

the quadriceps, hamstrings, adductors, 
and glutes.
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